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ABSTRACT

Limitations on online tracking are object of a regulatory debate that has shifted to the use of default rules to enhance privacy. The European Union implemented this idea with the Cookies Directive. The Directive aims to change the default system for tracking and move to an opt-in system in which data subjects must agree to it beforehand. This article evaluates the Directive’s implementation across Member States and studies the cases of the Netherlands and the UK. It then draws from the behavioural economics literature on default rules to evaluate these regulations and to consider whether it is possible to implement the policy in a way that avoids some of the problems they faced.
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INTRODUCTION

Advertisers, and in particular online behavioural advertisers, receive considerable benefits from tracking devices such as cookies. Unlike mass advertising techniques, such as billboards, the Internet is able to personalize content. Having more information about data subjects' interests, companies can increase the relevance of advertisements, targeting the particular interests of the person to whom an advertisement is shown. This increment in relevance allows for more sales and higher rents for advertising spots, increasing revenue for both sellers and websites. The click-through rate of advertisements (fraction of visitors that click on them), commonly used as a measure of their success, has been shown to increase by approximately 670 per cent with online behavioural advertisement compared to traditional advertisement.1
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The most common devices for this function are HTTP cookies. Cookies are small files that websites store in their visitors' devices. They allow these websites to identify the device when it visits the website again, remembering some information about the interaction. There are two main types of cookies. Session cookies disappear when the browser is closed, while persistent or permanent cookies remain in storage. Data subjects who know how, can delete (permanent) cookies by using options in their browsers or removing them directly from the operating systems in their devices.

Cookies can also present benefits for data subjects. They make navigation faster, obviating the need to enter information such as language preference or username and password repeatedly, and allow for useful features such as a ‘shopping cart’. They sometimes also increase the relevance of what is shown to a data subject, disregarding useless information and potentially saving her time—such as in Google searches and in advertisements that the data subject might genuinely be interested in.

The main disadvantage of tracking devices is that they can make pieces of information public that people prefer to keep private, raising privacy concerns. This is especially so regarding sensitive information, which typically consists of information that could be a basis for discrimination, such as ethnicity, political opinions, sexual orientation or religious beliefs.

This article draws on the experience of the European Union (EU) and the behavioural economics literature on default rules to shed light on how we can improve existing regulations on online tracking devices, including cookies. It argues that one country effectively prohibited tracking without a previous and explicit manifestation of consent, and it faced difficulties in implementing this requirement because data subjects were framed by websites into opting into the tracking system.

This framework will lead to some suggestions regarding policy. What the literature calls an active choice system is a strong candidate to achieve the goals of default-based policies in this case. Additionally, price theory seems to indicate that regulations could have undesirable unintended consequences unless they treat different kinds of cookies in a different way, in particular session cookies and permanent cookies. Finally, a way of tackling what the default rules framework indicates as a central weakness of the policy’s current implementations is targeting web browsers. They have fewer incentives to frame data subjects than do websites, as the policy’s enforcing agents, even if they are not data controllers.

The next section reviews the online tracking policy debate and its suggested solutions. Section ‘Implementations’ explains the regulations made under the framework of the EU directives, with particular attention to the Netherlands and the UK.

3 EU Cookie Law Help, ‘What’s the Difference Between a Session Cookie and a Persistent Cookie?’ <http://eucookielaw.org.uk/session-cookies-and-persistent-cookies> accessed 9 July 2016. Persistent cookies have some special types, such as third-party cookies, which automatically send the information they contain to other parties.
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Section ‘Regulatory Default Rules’ evaluates them from a behavioural economics perspective. The next section provides policy suggestions, and the final section concludes.

POLICY DEBATE

Preliminary considerations

The central polemic that online tracking devices generate is that they are installed on data subjects’ devices without their explicit consent, which often means that they are installed without their consent at all.\(^6\) Additionally, it has become a common practice to utilize third-party cookies, which are considered especially problematic because they allow data subjects’ data to be directly aggregated by a different website or advertising company than the one the data subject interacts with, often without her awareness.

Unlike social networks, where data subjects share their information and often know who has it in storage, in the case of tracking devices it is possible that in the absence of regulation data subjects ignore who collects their personal information, and who stores it. While social networks are familiar to the data subjects whose information they retain, that is not the case for data brokers, which are not consumer-facing.

These features can, on top of the societal costs produced by the potential individual harm derived from privacy breaches, lead data subjects to consider the Internet as an unsafe environment. This can make them equate all advertising with spam or attempt to block all advertising out of a concern for privacy, which is an undesirable result for all agents in the interaction. This leads to the question of whether regulation should allow websites and advertisers to continue tracking data subjects without their knowledge or consent.\(^7\)

The EU directives

The regulatory efforts regarding tracking devices such as cookies after the Data Protection Directive\(^8\) started in Europe with the e-Privacy Directive,\(^9\) and the Cookies Directive (sometimes called Electronic Communications Framework Directive),\(^10\) and country-level regulations made on their basis.

The Data Protection Directive gave users a right to refuse tracking. In a behavioural economics framework, this can be seen as implicitly adopting an opt-out system, where data subjects are considered to have consented to the installation of
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cookies unless they indicate otherwise, but have to be offered the choice to opt-out. The system had the problem that data subjects lacked an easy way to exercise the refusal.

For the e-Privacy Directive, there was a debate on whether there should be a change to an opt-in system requiring data subjects’ prior explicit consent to install tracking devices. The opt-out system was however maintained due to the concern that the change would hinder electronic commerce. As a result, Article 5(3) of the e-Privacy Directive reinforced the right to refuse tracking, leaving data collectors with two main obligations: to provide information about the purposes of information collection and to give data subjects the right to refuse it (opt-out).

The Cookies Directive changed Article 5(3) of the e-Privacy Directive. The new article requires that data subjects give their consent when technologies that collect information are installed. The article indicates that consent has to be given previously, since although the word ‘previous consent’ is not used, it refers to consent that ‘has [been] given.’

These regulations were complemented with the Working Document 02/2013 (‘providing guidance on obtaining consent for cookies’), which requires that data subjects are offered a meaningful choice and that websites obtain their consent before installing any cookies. According to the Article 29 Working Party, the EU moved with the new Article 5(3) into an opt-in system. Still, the article’s wording does not rule-out the possibility of implicit consent, only requiring it to be prior. In the use of the terms by its interpretative authority, it seems that for an opt-in system to be in force, only previous consent is necessary, making it possible to have an opt-in system with either implicit or explicit consent.

The debate on tracking devices as a subject of regulatory concern emerges in the framework of data protection. The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union recognizes in its Article 8 the protection of personal data as a fundamental right, highlighting the importance of consent, and the Digital Agenda for Europe 2020 places privacy and data protection in the Internet as a high-priority topic.
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Article 29 Working Party has stated that control over personal information is central for data protection, where control is commonly instrumented by consent. Consent is additionally mentioned as determinant of lawfulness in the Data Protection Directive, to which the e-Privacy Directive and the Cookies Directive refer. Additionally, Article 5(1), which determines the rationale of Article 5(3), focuses on requiring consent to intercept communications. In this context, the aim of these regulations seems to be to ensure data subjects’ informed consent as a requirement for online tracking.

IMPLEMENTATIONS

Differing implementations

The e-Privacy Directive is a minimum harmonization directive, so Member States can establish different levels of protection. Most Member States modified their legislations to adjust to an opt-in system after the Directive was passed, either requiring implicit or explicit consent. Some of them, however, have chosen to stay within an opt-out system, in a different interpretation of the amended e-Privacy Directive than that of the Article 29 Working Party or, more likely, in breach of the Directive, rendering them non-compliant.

Among them, the Netherlands seems to have chosen the most demanding system (opt-in with explicit consent). It can be useful to evaluate its regulation further and to compare it with an example of the most widespread system (opt-in with implicit consent).

The British regulation was chosen for this comparison. Both the Netherlands and the UK have adopted Article 5(3) of the Directive following the wording of the e-Privacy Directive almost literally in their legislations, and have undergone significant regulatory efforts to implement it. Like the Netherlands, the UK regulated the issue in a complete and detailed way that helps avoid ambiguities. In addition, the British regulation is arguably the most complete of those that allow implicit consent. It has been often taken by other Member States as a reference and it is cited directly by some, like the French regulation.

The Dutch regulation

In the Netherlands, the right to refuse cookies exists since 2004 (two years after the e-Privacy Directive), having been established by the ministerial decree Decision on
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20 Directive 1995/46/EC, recital 30. The Data Protection Directive establishes that companies need a legitimizing basis to collect personal data, of which the most common is consent. See Directive 1995/46/EC, Arts 2(h) and 6(a). See also Working Party on the Protection of Individuals with regards to the Processing of Personal Data, ‘Opinion 03/2013 on Purpose Limitation’ (Brussels, 2 October 2013) 1.
21 While the directive mentions the importance of explicit consent (recital 33), it does not discard the possibility to manifest it implicitly, defining it as ‘any freely given specific and informed indication of his wishes by which the data subject signifies his agreement’. Directive 1995/46/EC, Art 2(h).
22 This means that EU Member States must respect the established level of protection as a minimum, while they can choose a higher level of protection.
23 See Appendix.
Universal Services and End-user Interests (Besluit Universele Dienstverlening en Eindgebruikersbelangen). The Directive’s implementation came in place with the modification of Article 11.7a of the Dutch telecommunications law (Telecommunicatiewet) on 5 June 2012, which works in the framework of the Dutch Data Protection Act. The new article, in line with the modification of Article 5(3) of the e-Privacy Directive, states that websites cannot install cookies in data subjects’ devices without prior and specific consent (terms used by the Directive).

It is noticeable that the article, like the directive on which it is based (Cookies Directive), does not require consent to be explicit. It was the National Regulatory Authority in charge of supervising the implementation of the Dutch telecommunications law (OPTA) who added this requirement in its guidelines. The authority considered that the Dutch Data Protection Act—which states in its Article 23a that explicit consent is required for the collection of personal data—is applicable to tracking technologies in telecommunications and, in particular, to cookies. The obvious objection to this interpretation is that not all cookies collect this type of information, but the Dutch authority applied a reverse burden of proof according to which all cookies are considered to carry personal data unless proved otherwise by the data collector. This was a controversial measure since, although it is usual for regulatory authorities to specify the application of a national law, it is unusual for them to add a new and significant requirement of this sort.

To comply with the regulation, websites do not install cookies in the visitor’s device upon entering, and display a banner asking whether the visitor allows for the installation of cookies. When a website has asked a visitor her consent, this can be stored in a cookie in the visitor’s device avoiding the need to ask again the next time the website is used—although the visitor can ‘opt-out’ again by deleting the cookie that stored her consent. So, if the visitor clicks on ‘yes’, she will not be asked again. However, if she clicks on ‘no’ she will be re-asked every time she visits the website since, as installing cookies is forbidden, the negative answer remains unrecorded.

If the visitor refuses the installation of cookies, the website is allowed under the Dutch Regulation—same as in the e-Privacy Directive—to block access. This disposition became known as the ‘cookie wall’.

In sum, the Dutch regulation not only adopts the wording of the Directive almost literally, but goes a step further in the implementation of an opt-in system by requiring explicit consent unless the website proves no personal data is being collected.  

Disappointments and modification

When the Netherlands incorporated the opt-in system with explicit consent for cookies, there were several complaints about the regulation. From the industry’s side,
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it was stated that the regulation is ‘a very hard-to-explain deviation from the European directive, which doesn’t help anybody and makes it more complicated for both us and for the consumer’.30 Before the law was passed, stakeholders formally complained that the cookie law is not only excessive for the directive’s aim but also goes beyond protecting personal information.31 The law was deemed especially problematic because Dutch public media companies are required to reach a certain percentage of the population, which they partly do via their websites, and the impossibility to install any type of cookies prevents them from monitoring how many people view their content.

Similarly, consumers seemed dissatisfied. Consumer associations have complained about what became known as the ‘cookie wall’ claiming that is has been mainly an annoyance for Internet users, and requested privacy protection to be matched by user-friendliness.32 Sectors of the public opinion seemed dissatisfied with the regulation as well. Some have stated that the law was a failure due to its impracticality.33 Others stated that the law misses the point entirely, since what is relevant for privacy is anonymity.34 It was reported that consumers found the regulation annoying and unhelpful, and that it led them to mindlessly click to allow cookies every time they attempt to enter a website, being useless for its purpose.35 Dutch academics have called the regulation a ‘policy fiasco of impressive dimensions’.36 It has also been stated that the regulation’s main effect is making services more difficult to be offered37 and that it hinders e-commerce both within and outside the Netherlands.38

In addition, compliance has been low. A large amount of websites have breached the law and installed prohibited cookies in their visitors’ computers,39 including the websites of most political parties that voted in favour of it40 and of the government itself.41 When faced with these results, a large fraction of political parties who originally voted in favour of the law objected to its continuation. On 21 November 2012, D66 filed a proposal to change the regime because they considered the current regime too strict and unclear, and proposed to change it for an informed consent

31 Jan Driessen and others, ‘Verzoek Tot Inhoudelijke Behandeling Wijziging van de Telecommunicatiewet’ (Amsterdam; 3 July 2011).
32 Stephan Loerke, ‘The Dutch Find a Lighter Touch on Internet Privacy Laws’ AdAge (3 July 2013).
35 ‘Wetgever Maakt Sürfen Onmogelijk’ Financieel Dagblad (11 June 2010).
40 Robert van Hittersum, ‘Dutch Political Parties Violate Their Own Cookie Law’ FleishmanHillard (7 June 2012).
41 ‘Opta Overtreedt Eigen Cookie-Regels’ NU (26 October 2012).
Later on, both VVD and PvdA stated that the regulation was unworkable, and called it a ‘cookie hostage’ (cookiegijzeling) that must be put to an end.\(^{43}\)

These circumstances led to the Dutch Minister of Economic Affairs publishing a letter on 20 May 2013 containing a revision of the regulation.\(^{44}\) The revision incorporates two changes: (i) it allows websites to let users show consent by clicking in any part of the website if it is clearly shown to them that doing so signifies consent and (ii) it allows analytics (cookies that do not track individual behaviour) without requiring consent.\(^{45}\)

This means, in practice, that the Dutch regulation is moving to a system of implicit consent. The Netherlands will join the majority of EU Member States in their implementation of the e-Privacy Directive. Until it finally does, the current regulation applies.

**Implicit consent in the British regulation**

As mentioned above, a useful case of implementation to compare with the Netherlands is that of the UK.

The UK implemented its regulation on cookies by an amendment in the Regulation 6 of the Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulations (PECR) on 26 May 2011. The amended regulation follows the language of the directive and requires in subsection 2(b) that the data subject ‘has given his or her consent’, while the previous disposition only required that the data subject is given an opportunity to refuse (opt-out).

However, with the amendment of section 2 of Regulation 6 PECR to match the language of the amended e-Privacy Directive, section 3 was also amended redefining consent. The amended section 3 states that data subjects can signify consent when they make changes in the Internet browser or some other program, hence allowing for implicit consent.

The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) issued detailed guidelines in May 2012 on how websites should gather data subject’s consent about cookies.

Regarding the timing of consent, the guidelines state that ‘it is difficult to see that a good argument could be made that agreement to an action could be obtained after the activity the agreement is needed for has already occurred. This is not the generally accepted way in which consent works in other areas, and is not what users will expect’.\(^{46}\) However, they only require consent to be prior ‘whenever possible’.\(^{47}\)
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The ICO guidelines, in line with Regulation 6 PECR, do not require explicit consent, and allow interpreting that implicit consent was given when visitors take actions that indicate so, such as visiting a website when cookies were not blocked. The British ICO has stated in this respect that ‘implied consent has always been a reasonable proposition in the context of data protection law and privacy regulation and it remains so in the context of storage of information or access to information using cookies and similar devices. While explicit consent might allow for regulatory certainty and might be the most appropriate way to comply in some circumstances this does not mean that implied consent cannot be compliant’.48

However, for cookies that imply gathering of sensitive data, explicit consent could be required. According to the ICO guidelines, ‘website operators need to remember that where their activities result in the collection of sensitive personal data such as information about an identifiable individual’s health then data protection law might require them to obtain explicit consent’.49

This presents an important similarity with the Dutch opt-in system. However, two differences produce important divergences in their application. First, the Dutch regulation requires explicit consent for all personal information, while the British would (potentially) require it for sensitive personal information only. Secondly, the Dutch and the British regulation have an opposite burden of proof. While the Netherlands requires that websites prove that the information carried is not personal information to avoid the requirement of explicit consent, the UK requires that the data subject (or a third party) proves that the information carried is personal and sensitive for explicit consent to be required. Despite having the same black letter law, the UK is much more lenient than the Netherlands in its regulatory application of the directive.

The differences mentioned add to the fact that, in practice, the UK has been even more lenient in the implementation of the e-Privacy Directive than what its regulation leads one to expect. An open letter issued by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport on 2011 has stated that focusing on providing data subjects with information and choices regarding tracking is reasonable and sufficient to comply with the regulation. Furthermore, the letter has stated that consent is not time-bound, and does not necessarily have to be given in a previous manner in cases in which it is impractical to do so.50

In the UK the requirement of explicit and prior consent has been deemed too burdensome when applied to all cookies, since many websites install cookies at the moment that data subjects open them.51 The policy’s focus shifted with the open letter to ensuring best efforts in minimizing the time between the installation of the first cookies and the obtaining of consent.52 This is a very wide interpretation of the ICO’s guidelines—which, according to the letter, were consulted before its
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writing—which request the installation of cookies to be delayed until consent is given every time this is possible.

The British regulation, in sum, also almost literally copies the wording of the Directive, but attenuates it strongly by allowing for implicit consent when no personal data is carried—with an opposite burden of proof than the Dutch regulation—and sometimes even for subsequent consent. It seems to stay, therefore, as close to an opt-out system as it is possible without breaching the Directive.

There is a possible criticism to the British regulation and all other Member States that have an opt-in system with implicit consent—which is standard in data protection law. If a data subject who visits a website without blocking cookies is considered to be manifesting implicit consent, and hence opting in, is it doubtful to what extent this is really an opt-in system. In practice, the data subject’s behaviour needed to install cookies under an opt-in system with implicit consent and under an opt-out system with a duty of notification are the same: obtaining information and accessing the website nonetheless. This blurs the distinction between opt-in and opt-out.

**REGULATORY DEFAULT RULES**

**Sticking to the default**

Based on behavioural economics findings, many advocate for choice mechanisms that nudge people into making better choices without reducing their range of options or coercing them into choosing one in particular.53

One way to nudge people is changing the default option.54 Default-based policies often rely on the status quo bias, which indicates that, when offered a choice containing a default option, people tend to remain in that default.55 This effect, which is relevant for nudging in choice design, is found even when the costs of switching away from the default choice are close to zero—such as ticking a box on a form.56
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54 Moving from an opt-out system to an opt-in system, or vice versa, is a way of changing the default.


In contracts, most rules are defaults, ultimately leaving the decision to the parties, but in regulation defaults are less orthodox. Rules designed to nudge may be either ‘policy defaults’ or ‘penalty defaults’. Policy defaults aim to increase the number of people choosing the default option, relying on inertia. Penalty defaults aim to encourage a private party to provide information to other parties in order to reduce rent-seeking (obtaining gains by generating uncompensated losses to others) under information asymmetries. Penalty defaults rely on the incentives of a more informed agent to initiate a negotiation that persuades the other agent to switch away from the default.

In most cases, the default option is the one that parties would have chosen if contracting was costless. However, ‘nudging defaults’ (policy and penalty) stand in contrast to rules that the parties to the interaction would want. The appeal of policy defaults comes from a paternalistic aim to shape people’s preferences. The appeal of penalty defaults stems from that, under a veil of ignorance, potential parties would have wanted the default as well.

Penalty defaults are intended for those information asymmetry contexts in which the more informed party withholds information from her counterpart and engages in rent-seeking. Rent-seeking occurs when information withholding reduces the surplus to be divided between parties, but a party still withholds it to obtain a larger portion of the surplus. This is possible when the share-of-the-pie-effect is larger than the size-of-the-pie effect: when the amount of the surplus taken from others is larger than the proportion by which the total surplus is reduced. In those cases, a rule that encourages the party to reveal the information is desirable—since it increases the size of the surplus to be divided. Penalty defaults can counteract incentives to strategically withhold information similarly to presumptions in procedural law, making the rule attractive under a veil of ignorance.

This said, default rules (both policy and penalty) have disadvantages. From an information perspective, precisely because of the status quo bias, they cannot reveal true preferences as well as make active choices, in which there is no default and people must choose between neutrally presented options. When people stick to a default, it is difficult to know if they did so because they genuinely prefer that option or because of inertia.

From an incentives perspective, penalty defaults face the additional disadvantage that default rules can create an endowment effect. A default rule necessarily establishes a status quo from which parties can negotiate away, but establishing it can
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make the person who benefited from it require a higher compensation to forfeit it than the one she would have offered to acquire it. Independently of the default rule chosen, it will generate situations in which the default remains without it being the most beneficial outcome for the parties. This dilutes the difference between mandatory and default rules. Hence, if one’s objective is not to shape preferences, one should consider setting either a default that is preferred by the majority or an active choice system that requires people to select their preferred option.

Moreover, libertarian paternalism’s policy design methods—including policy and penalty default rules—have been criticized on two fronts. Some have said that its practices lead to manipulation and are subject to slippery slopes that can lead to conclusions incompatible with liberal democracies. Others criticized it for assuming a too comprehensive view of people’s bounded rationality—it is often difficult to know people’s best interest.

One’s judgment as to which type of default rule is established by the amended e-Privacy Directive depends on what one considers the aim of the Directive to be. If the Directive’s aim is to reduce the overall amount of tracking devices being installed, then the default is a policy default. If it aims to ensure informed consent, as I consider here, then the default is a penalty default. The idea that a do-not-track (DNT) default in cookies works as a penalty default has been suggested before. Some consider that, by changing the default option into the most burdensome for websites, the choice mechanism forces them to educate data subjects to make them switch away from the default. This leads one to expect that changing the default for cookies from an opt-out to an opt-in will leave data subjects better informed of the functions, advantages and disadvantages of cookies.

### When default rules fail

In some cases, default rules do not give the expected outcome. One scenario in which default rules are likely to fail is when their application is given to an agent who (i) has an interest on whether the other agents make a choice switch and (ii) can shape the way the default rule is presented. Choice architecture can be powerful when regulators design the choice mechanism but, when companies design it, they
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can often circumvent regulatory intentions.\textsuperscript{75} This is especially true for penalty defaults, which seek to reduce the profit of the party engaging in rent-seeking.

A penalty default that failed to meet its objective due to this mistake was the regulation for overdraft charges in the United States. A regulation required banks to obtain prior and explicit consent from their consumers (hence opting in) to provide them with overdraft coverage. The regulation’s drafters stated explicitly that they intended it as a default rule to protect consumers. However, most consumers opted-in, and the policy was considered a failure.\textsuperscript{76}

Why was that so? When faced with the regulation, banks sent a letter to their consumers asking them if they wanted to keep their account unchanged and maintain the benefit of being able to withdraw money on overdraft, or to change the status of their account, by checking either yes or no in a form. The forms gave the options ‘yes: keep my account working the same with shareplus ATM and debit card overdraft coverage/no: change my account to remove shareplus ATM and debit card overdraft coverage’.\textsuperscript{77} Advertising, additionally, said: ‘Don’t lose your ATM and debit card overdraft protection’.\textsuperscript{78}

Without violating the regulation, banks could manipulate the opt-in system into an active choice. An active choice or forced choice system is one without a clear default, in which agents (in this case bank clients) must choose one alternative.\textsuperscript{79} Moreover, the choice was not neutral. Banks were able to change the perception of the status quo and prime consumers into opting into the system by favouring one alternative in the active choice and highlighting the losses in the other.\textsuperscript{80} The regulation failed because it did not take into account that it targeted agents (banks) who were behaviourally informed (they were aware of the effects of default rules and active choices) and had interests against it.\textsuperscript{81}

For a change in the default choice to yield its expected result, people must be treated similarly regardless of their choice.\textsuperscript{82} When companies introduce additional incentives to switch, most of the benefits of the default system are lost. Regulation can limit differential treatments, but those limits are difficult to establish and even more difficult to police.\textsuperscript{83} The bank overdraft regulation should have been more specific in the choice mechanism design. Design techniques are never neutral and they can easily frame consumers.\textsuperscript{84} This makes the choice design as important as the choice itself.\textsuperscript{85} Still, it is possible that banks would have found another way to reframe the choice.\textsuperscript{86}
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Finally, one could ask how would have the overdraft regulation worked if implicit consent had been allowed to opt-in the system, and whether this would have avoided its problems. It then becomes noticeable that it is difficult to imagine a choice design in which banks could have implemented this format in a way that it is not substantially the same for their clients as the previous opt-out regime.

**Similarities with online tracking regulations**

A central problem of the interaction at hand is asymmetric information. Websites know more than data subjects about the cookies installed in their devices and data subjects do not know enough about them to provide informed consent, which was identified as the regulation’s aim.

This, however, is not the sole problem. If it were, data subjects could educate themselves in a less costly way than regulation and websites could have some incentives to care about their users’ privacy since that would bring them revenue from privacy-informed data subjects. More importantly, a change from an opt-out to an opt-in default system should not matter for well-informed and rational data subjects in a scenario where the cost of switching is low.

This indicates that the informational asymmetry is part of a multifaceted problem. Data subjects not only are uninformed about the specifics of cookies, but they also do not inform themselves. Additionally, as argued above, changing the choice system is relevant because data subjects tend to stick to the default rule. This leads to an approach in which regulation aims to protect data subjects that do not engage in the necessary actions to protect themselves.

A possible reason why the Dutch regulation did not meet its aim is that, despite stating so, it did not effectively force websites to implement an opt-in system.

Similarly to American bank customers deciding on overdraft coverage, data subjects were asked a polar question: whether they agreed with the website’s use of cookies or not. This is different than facing an opt-in system; both bank customers and data subjects had to make a conscious choice.

In both cases, the most effective way to get customers to switch away from the default was not to inform them about the costs and benefits of each option. As a consequence, after websites incorporated the regulation what data subjects faced was not a DNT default but an active choice. This similarity illustrates what can happen when the choice architect has is interested in subverting the regulation.

Furthermore, data subjects under the cookie regulation were more pressured than bank customers while choosing. While the latter could still use other bank services normally after choosing ‘no’, data subjects were often either unable to access the website due to the ‘cookie wall’, or able to access it but subject to several

87 This would have been an opt-in policy more favourable to banks.

88 Since costs for opting in or out of the default are low, the number of informed and rational people opting into a tracking system under a DNT default should be the same as those not opting out under a track-me default. In such a case, adopting an opt-in system with explicit consent, an opt-in system with implicit consent, or an opt-out system, would be indifferent. What is more, since explicit consent implies higher transaction costs, it would be the worst alternative.

89 This could be due to a status quo bias caused by reference dependence or implied endorsement. McKenzie, Liersch and Finkelstein (n 58).
malfunctions because the negative choice also meant that session cookies, which are necessary for some features, were not installed.

The ‘cookie wall’ and the statement presenting cookies as necessary for the website’s functioning (which they sometimes are) framed data subjects’ choice. Data subjects’ choice was whether they desired to be tracked, but whether they still wanted to visit a website seconds after typing its URL. This effect was even stronger in websites that, together with the ‘cookie wall’, placed a banner that allowed only for the ‘yes’ option—data subjects who wanted to choose no had to leave the website since they had nowhere to manifest their choice.

As with other default choice systems, a DNT default works only if people under the DNT regime are treated the same as those in the track-me regime.\(^90\) If websites are able to present data subjects with incentives to switch, most of the policy’s benefits are lost.\(^91\) It has been argued that the cookie wall was problematic because it puts pressure on choice.\(^92\) This can hamper the validity of consent by violating the free consent requirement established by the Article 29 Working Party—even without amounting to coercion.\(^93\)

Like the bank overdraft regulation, the Dutch and other European regulations asked agents who are behaviourally informed and have counteracting interests to them to be the choice architects of an opt-in default system. Are there regulatory alternatives?

### POLICY SUGGESTIONS

**Reconsidering the penalty default**

Having evaluated the different ways Member States implemented the amended e-Privacy Directive’s previous consent requirement for tracking (opt-in system), the question arises as to whether making the choice an opt-in is conducive to the aim of the regulation and desirable in the context of the multifaceted information problem. It may be better to present it as an active choice with two options presented equally—as did the Dutch regulation, albeit unintentionally.

As mentioned above, default rules can be set as policy defaults or as penalty defaults, depending on the aim with which the default rule is set. In policy defaults, opt-in systems are preferable when one choice is in itself more valuable than the others, either by most of those facing the choice, or for society as a whole.\(^94\) This is the case, for example, of organ donation: some jurisdictions change the default to increase the number of donors because donation is valuable in itself.

However, for tracking devices such as cookies it is arguable that it is desirable to reduce their use only inasmuch as they cost consumers more than they benefit them, and not to absolutely eliminate them from the Internet—even when ignoring companies’ benefits that should also be present in a social welfare function. Cookies are not inherently harmful, as they present both costs and benefits for the industry and

\(^{90}\) ibid.

\(^{91}\) Willis (n 7).

\(^{92}\) Luzak (n 6); Helberger (n 36).

\(^{93}\) ‘Opinion 15/2011 on the Definition of Consent’ (n 16).

\(^{94}\) McKenzie, Liersch and Finkelstein (n 58).
for data subjects. The ‘stickiness’ of an effective opt-in default policy, then, could actually leave us with fewer cookies than what is socially desirable. This can have harmful dynamic effects. If the entry in the website market (which is financed by advertising) is diminished by an opt-in system, this policy would lead to fewer websites in the future and a less interesting Internet for data subjects. This idea is in line with the classification of this policy under penalty defaults.

Penalty defaults can make a stronger case in favour of an opt-in system for cookies than policy defaults, as companies are clearly more informed than data subjects about the functioning of the cookies they install. As discussed above, penalty defaults are useful when (i) one party is more informed than the other, (ii) she engages in rent-seeking by withholding information and reducing total welfare, and (iii) contracting around the default rule can release the information. So the question to ask to determine whether a penalty default is useful is: does this rule increase the amount of available information by reducing what was previously withheld?

This question involves two facts. The first is whether there is rent-seeking behaviour exploiting the information asymmetry.95 The second is whether the penalty default imposes a cost on the informed party sufficient to induce a negotiation and a disclosure that reduces the information asymmetry.96

While there is asymmetric information between websites and data subjects regarding cookies’ functions, it is unclear whether it produces rent-seeking. Moreover, the default did not induce a negotiation between them. The information release produced by the regulation is that a website utilizes cookies. Data subjects from countries that applied the Directive most strictly were not more informed about cookies’ functions after clicking away banners. Individual negotiations to induce data subjects to opt into tracking would have been difficult due to the large number of data subjects involved, and it is difficult to anticipate whether information about the characteristics of cookies would induce them to opt in.

Given the difficulties in assessing the costs and benefits of cookies for each case, applying the principle of informed consent to an active choice system presents benefits over an opt-in policy—which regulates the way to present the choice. If a data subject knowingly agrees to cookies, there are good reasons to believe the exchange is valuable.

The presence of heterogeneous preferences is a substantial argument in favour of active choice designs instead of default rules.97 And data subjects have heterogeneous preferences regarding tracking. People have different levels of disutility from tracking and each person has different levels of disutility depending on the information concerned. A neutral presentation of the choice might be more appropriate for the aim of informed consent.

Finally, this would cope with the criticisms of libertarian paternalism noted above, since an active choice system would be a non-paternalistic alternative to the default-based regulation.

95 Ayres and Gertner (n 57) 127.
96 ibid 128.
97 Sunstein (n 56).
Differentiating cookies
Cookies present different levels of privacy reduction. As a first distinction, session cookies and permanent cookies do not present the same risks for privacy breach. As mentioned above, session cookies disappear after the browser is closed, whereas permanent cookies remain in storage for a longer period of time, usually until deleted. If one assumes an equal risk of privacy breach per period of time, permanent cookies—which can last for years—present a much higher privacy risk than session cookies—which tend to last for a few hours. In addition, user profiles are normally constructed with permanent cookies, while most cookies that allow functions in websites (such as a shopping cart) are session cookies. Permanent cookies, hence, present a higher (expected) privacy reduction than session cookies. And session cookies are more useful for users.

Due to the incentive structure of website providers, regulations should treat permanent cookies and session cookies differently. In the same way as permanent cookies involve a higher privacy cost for data subjects than session cookies, they involve a larger payoff for websites and advertisers since, by lasting for a longer time, they make collecting information easier.

Establishing a DNT default for all cookies reduces the amount that websites are able to install in data subjects’ devices (contingent on consent) by making every cookie marginally less likely to be installed. This reduces websites’ ability to make user profiles and tailor advertisements based on those profiles. This, in turn, reduces the total payoff of cookie use for websites. If websites can install fewer cookies, and they can choose which cookies to install because all of them are treated equal, they will install those that are most profitable. This means that a regulation that treats all cookies equally reduces the payoff of cookie diversification. By setting incentives for websites to install only the most invasive cookies, it shifts the relative prices towards cookies that are more costly from a privacy perspective.

Even if one assumes websites care about their users’ privacy and would thus install the least invasive cookie under a regulation that treats them all equally, in a context where the cost per installation of cookie (obtaining consent) is fixed, websites must pay this cost only once for a permanent cookie, but several times if the same function is performed by several session cookies. Assuming that firms try to reduce costs, this will lead them to shift to permanent cookies whenever possible.98 This increases the total privacy cost of cookies.

If less privacy-invasive cookies (such as analytics, or session cookies in general) can be more easily installed, while more invasive cookies require previous consent, websites will have incentives to diversify cookies. They will request consent for permanent cookies only when they are necessary for their goal. This leads to enhanced privacy for data subjects without harming websites.

The same effect is caused from data subject’s side. Under a regulation that does not differentiate cookies, data subjects entering a website are notified that it uses

98 This argument applies both to websites under perfect competition and those with monopoly power, as cost minimization is independent of market power.
cookies or asked to agree to its use of cookies. It is costly for that data subject to know, however, if those cookies are session cookies or permanent cookies, categories to which she could react differently. Her perceived privacy risk, as well as her annoyance during browsing, will be determined solely by that notification or banner. In this situation, a website maximizing the number of visitors will ask the question as few times as possible, hence recurring to fewer and more invasive permanent cookies.

Under a regulation that requires authorization for permanent cookies but not for session cookies, websites would have incentives to use session cookies as much as possible and reduce the number of times data subjects receive the notice or banner for permanent cookies. This also makes the notice or banner more informative, since data subjects would know that it corresponds to permanent cookies. Additionally, this would make data subjects less prone to accept banners requesting consent for tracking (each acceptance is more costly on average than one to current banners that do not differentiate cookies) thus enhancing privacy.

The following subsection suggests a more effective mechanism to implement DNT. From this point of view, it has the additional benefit of allowing for session cookies while preventing permanent cookies from being installed.

Targeting web browsers

A way to address the problems faced by the Dutch regulation is a regulation that targets web browsers and not websites. While this is technically possible, the legal change would face conceptual and political feasibility obstacles.

The conceptual obstacle is that EU data protection law has traditionally targeted data controllers and not technology creators. Browsers rarely fit under the first category since they seldom define the purpose of the processing. This makes it difficult for individual EU Member States to place requirements on them. The political obstacle would be jurisdictional limits and a consequent lack of enforcement, which would depend on the ability to coordinate regulatory efforts. It was unfeasible for Dutch regulators to make demands to browsers, most of which are based in the USA. This is less so for the EU in general—it has held transnational entities accountable under data protection law before. But the jurisdictional limits are still present for EU law. And the USA, which is the jurisdiction that could implement this more easily, would probably be resistant to it given its sectorial approach to data protection. Still, it is possible that, if enacted by the right jurisdictions, browsers would respond to a regulation of this kind. After all, the current regulation must be also implemented with US websites to be effective. And browsers have responded well to DNT headers when asked to implement them—better than websites did.

Targeting browsers would present significant benefits. First, a browser’s business model is harmed by a policy that reduces the use of cookies only inasmuch as the company who owns the browser also owns websites or other applications that profit from targeted advertising—which are now targeted. Unlike websites, browsers’ lack

---

direct incentives to twist the default policy, while they have the technical capability of blocking them.

In a similar way as a regulation can call websites to apply a DNT preference and avoid sending cookies as was successfully done with DNT headers, it can call browsers to apply it by blocking cookies sent by websites. Websites’ intentions notwithstanding, browsers could operate as gatekeepers and choose whether to let cookies through. Websites would be unable to easily set up a cookie wall as they did in the Netherlands and the UK.

Secondly, browsers are easier to police than websites, so regulatory costs would be reduced. The internet has millions of websites but five browsers through which most traffic passes. Requesting them to block cookies can establish a DNT default at lower enforcement costs. Moreover, the measure would reduce compliance costs due to the reduced number of agents directing efforts to apply the regulation. Under the current Dutch regulation, all websites that operate in the Netherlands must design a banner for the opt-in mechanism—or active choice. This duplication of efforts consumes resources that could be better used elsewhere.

Browsers can also implement the policy in more convenient way for data subjects. They can ask whether to navigate with cookies in a more relevant context than that of websites—even when well intentioned. When websites ask whether a data subject agrees with cookies being installed, the data subject is asked every time she changes website, which was found by most to be bothersome and not user-friendly. 101 This not only interrupts navigation and annoys data subjects but also makes it difficult for them to allow tracking in some occasions and not in others. If browsers posed this question, data subjects could be asked every time they open the browser. This would avoid interrupting navigation and would allow them to switch system by opening a new window. Requesting browsers to block cookies, thus, allows for a more user-friendly way of knowing whether a data subject wants to browse with or without them. This fits better with the Cookies Directive’s aim of requesting consent as user-friendly as possible within technical limitations. 102

All major browsers already contain a function under which data subjects can navigate the internet without permanent cookies being installed. This function prevents (with exceptions) cookies, local storage, history and caches to remain in the device after browsing. One can use them to navigate without leaving permanent traces in one’s device, which facilitates tracking, while receiving the less inconvenient session cookies that allow for the use of many features—such as streaming or shopping carts.

This function currently offers an opt-out for permanent cookies that requires few clicks and avoids the need for privacy enhancing technologies. Article 29 Working Party stated that browser settings do not represent an opt-in because they accept cookies by default and data subjects often ignore how to change them. 103 This opt-out can easily be turned into an opt-in by requiring browsers to open in this mode.

101 Helberger (n 36).
103 ‘Opinion 2/2010 on Online Behavioral Advertising’ (n 16) 14.
by default. Or it can be turned to an active choice system by requiring them to neutrally present the choice when the browser is opened.

Most privacy-enhancing technologies—especially those that are more sophisticated—have usability problems, and so did the cookie wall applied by websites. This function embedded in browsers is simpler to use. Establishing this function as a default would make it even simpler. This would provide a simpler regulation with fewer incentives to undermine the policy.

CONCLUSION

This paper argues that the behavioural economics literature on default rules helps identify why online tracking regulations in Europe faced implementation difficulties. These regulations either arguably stayed in practice within an opt-out default system by allowing for implicit consent, or their policy was neutralized by websites, having an active choice system as a result. The one member state that adopted a DNT default requiring previous and explicit consent decided to attenuate it moving to implicit consent thereafter.

Both the Netherlands and the UK implemented the wording of the amended e-Privacy Directive in their regulations but gave it in practice very different meanings. While the Dutch regulation follows what seems like the intention of the e-Privacy Directive’s amendment and becomes what could be the strictest legal system in the world regarding cookies, the British regulation approaches the issue more conservatively and regulates it as close to an opt-out system as the wording of the amendment allows. Noting the implementation problems that the Dutch regulation faced, it is easier to understand the British government’s reluctance to move to an opt-in system and the Dutch decision to moderate its own regulation.

As argued here, this took place because penalty default rules were applied outside of their scope and their design was trusted to agents with incentives to undermine them. Reconsidering the opt-in system, relying on web browsers instead of websites for the choice design, and taking into consideration the differences in privacy costs between permanent and session cookies, would improve consumer choice.

The explanation and policy suggestions offered can be useful not only for the Netherlands and the UK but for any country considering incorporating a DNT default. This suggestion presents a further step towards moving away from a post-breach regime based on policing data controllers and to building privacy by design, where privacy is embedded as functionally as possible within the technologies that we use. Within Europe, it can help design an implementation that ensures informed consent and achieves the Directive’s aims in line with the goal of ‘smart

105 If this were not a problem, regulators could design forms for data subjects to complete when they enter into a website specifying the types of cookies they prefer to allow, for how long they prefer to allow them, for the use of whom, etc. But this would be of little use.
106 This has been defined as ‘the philosophy and approach of embedding privacy into the design specifications of various technologies’. Ann Cavoukian, ‘Privacy by Design’ (2009) 1 <https://www.ipc.on.ca/wp-content/uploads/Resources/pbd-primer.pdf> accessed 1 October 2016. See also Peter Hustinx, ‘Privacy by Design: Delivering the Promises’ (2010) 3 IDIS 253.
The technology and the behavioural insights to implement effective limits on online tracking are already available; it is the law that needs to catch up.

APPENDIX 1

To evaluate how EU Member States incorporated the directive, data was gathered from their legislations and regulations (when available) to determine whether they modified their regulatory framework after the directive changed. The applicable norms were searched for, together with their dates of modification, and countries were classified either under an opt-in or an opt-out system for online tracking. The countries falling under the first category were further classified either as opt-in with implicit consent allowed or opt-in with a requirement of explicit consent.108

Table A1 schematizes how the directive was implemented across Member States.

---


108 Implicit consent is the consideration that a person has agreed on an action without explicitly manifesting such agreement; she has implicitly manifested it with her actions or her inaction upon particular circumstances. Elizabeth Fuller, ‘Implied Consent Statutes: What Is Refusal?’ (1986) 9 Am J Trial Advoc 423. Although there are parallels between opt-in versus opt-out and implicit versus explicit consent, they are not equivalent. While the first classification refers to the timing of consent, the second refers to the form in which consent must be given.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Norm</th>
<th>Date of amendment</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Consent</th>
<th>Authority</th>
<th>Regulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Telecommunications Act (section 96.3)</td>
<td>22 November 2011</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Österreichische Datenschutzbehörde</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Electronic Communications Act</td>
<td>28 June 2012</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Commission de la protection de la vie privée/Belgian Telecom Regulator (IBPT)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>Electronic Messages Act</td>
<td>29 December 2011</td>
<td>Opt-out</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Commission for Personal Data Protection</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>Electronic Communications Act (Zakon o elektroničkim komunikacijama)</td>
<td>15 July 2011</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Croatian Personal Data Protection Agency</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>Regulation of Electronic Communication and Postal Services Law</td>
<td>18 May 2012</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Commissioner for Personal Data Protection</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>Act No. 101/2000 Coll.</td>
<td>1 January 2012</td>
<td>Opt-out</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Office for Personal Data Protection</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Act on Electronic Communications Networks and Services (Act No. 169)</td>
<td>14 December 2011</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Datatilsynet</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A1: Summary of incorporation of the directive by EU country and their classification by system
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Norm</th>
<th>Date of amendment</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Consent</th>
<th>Authority</th>
<th>Regulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>Electronic Communications Act</td>
<td>Not amended</td>
<td>Opt-out</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Estonian Data Protection Inspectorate</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Telecommunications Act</td>
<td>Not amended</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Der Bundesbeauftragte für den Datenschutz und die Informationsfreiheit</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>Act CVII of 2011 on Communications</td>
<td>3 August 2011</td>
<td>Opt-out</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Data Protection Commissioner of Hungary</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>Electronic Communications Networks and Services</td>
<td>1 July 2011</td>
<td>Opt-out</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Data Protection Commissioner</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Article 122 of the Data Protection Code</td>
<td>28 May 2012</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Garante per la protezione dei dati personali</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>Law on Information Society Services</td>
<td>8 June 2011</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Data State Inspectorate</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Norm</td>
<td>Date of amendment</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>Consent</td>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>Regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>Law on Electronic Communications</td>
<td>1 August 2011</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>State Data Protection Inspectorate</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxemburg</td>
<td>2005 Act on the specific provisions for the protection of individuals in relation to the processing of personal data in the electronic communications sector</td>
<td>1 September 2011</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Commission Nationale pour la Protection des Données (CNPD)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>Legal Notice 239 of 2011</td>
<td>1 January 2013</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Office of the Data Protection Commissioner</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>Telecommunications Act article 11.7a</td>
<td>5 June 2012</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>College bescherming persoonsgegevens</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>Ordinance 13/2012 amending Law 506/2004</td>
<td>26 April 2012</td>
<td>Opt-out</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>National Supervisory Authority for Personal Data Processing</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The way the cookie crumbles (Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Norm</th>
<th>Date of amendment</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Consent</th>
<th>Authority</th>
<th>Regulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>Act on Electronic Communications</td>
<td>1 October 2011</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Office for Personal Data Protection of the Slovak Republic</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>Electronic Communications Act (ZEKom-1)</td>
<td>15 January 2013</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Information Commissioner</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Information Society and Electronic Commerce law (34/2002) amended by Royal Decree 13/2012</td>
<td>2 April 2012</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Agencia de Protección de Datos</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Electronic Communications Act (Sw. lagen om elektro-nisk kommunikation, 2003:389)</td>
<td>1 July 2011</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Datainspektionen</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Regulation 6 PECR</td>
<td>26 May 2011</td>
<td>Opt-in</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Office of the Information Commissioner Executive Department</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Cookies Directive’s implementation in the EU has been the following: six member states stayed in an opt-out system (Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Ireland and Romania), twenty one incorporated an opt-in system but allow for implicit consent (Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Slovenia and UK), and one incorporated an opt-in system requiring explicit consent (the Netherlands). Countries were considered to have an opt-in system if previous consent was required for tracking, and an opt-out system otherwise. Countries were classified under opt-in with explicit consent if they additionally required that such previous consent to be explicit, and under opt-in with implicit consent if the requirement was absent or if they specified that consent could be manifested implicitly.